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The aim of this chapter is to show the development of wabi from a term of literature to a term of chadô conveying philosophical and aesthetic values. Before be-

coming a term of chadô, wabi was widely used in classical Japanese literahre,
especially in poetry. First, the use and meanings of wabi in literature are discussed. Secondly, the sense of wabi, or the spirit of wabí in chadô, is examined
through the poems by Fujiwara Teika and Fujiwara Ietaka. These poems are used
in Nanpôroht to illustrate the sense of wabi of the Great Tea Masters Jô-ô and
Rikyû. Next, metaphors associated with these poems in chadô are examined.
As shown in chapters 3 and 4 of this study, Jô-ô's influence was strong on
the development of wabichadô as well as on the development of the sense of
beauty in Rikyû's Tea. Jô-ô u¡as an important teacher for Rikyû, passing on the
philosophical and aesthetic aspects of the wabi style of chadô. Even though Jô-ô
was not a direct student of Shukô, he was a highly educated man, well versed
in literature and the arts. He learnt his Tea, and Shukô's heritage of Te4 from
Shukô's disciples as well as from Shukô's literary legacy, such as Kokoro no
Fz¡zi. Shukô established the philosophical basis for the ìüay of Te4 but the actual
procedures of chadô conveying both philosophical and aesthetic values were

formed by Jô-ô and Rilcyir. Therefore, this study emphasises the importance
these two Tea masters. By comparing their concepts of Teq the development
the wabi style of chadô to the form in which it is known today can be followed.

of
of

5.1. THE USE OF WABI IN CLASSICAL LITERATURE
5.1.1. Review of Previous Studies

Previous studies in the field examining the word wabi in poetry focus on the
historical development of the term, showing changes in the use and meanings of
wabi from the time of Manyôshti to the poet Bashô. Two examples a¡e okazaki
Yoshie's study Bí no Dentô (1942), and Tsutsui Hiroshi's study,Wabi no Keifu:

Kenþû to Shiryô
767

(1969),767 which concentrate

For more details on these studies, see Tsutsui 19ó9,
Ge), pp. 11-22,andOkazaki 1940, pp. 140-214.

on classical literature up to the

fint para(iô),pp. l-13,

and second part
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Middle Ages. Okazaki studies the meanings of wabi and saåi in literature as being
two separate terms with different meanings, though very closely related. on the
other hand, Tsutsui concentrates only on the meanings and the use of waåi without mentioning the term saåi in this context (see section l.z.l). okazaki divides
his study into five parts: wabi and saói in Manyôshtî, wabi in imperial anthologies, saåi in imperial anthologies, sabi in studies of poetry criticism, renga or Nô
theatre, and last, Bashô's wabí and, saåi. According to Tsutsui,768 wabi is used in
classical poebry to signifr one's dissatisfaction in love and passion (for example
MYS in NKBT, poem no. 3l16 or in KKS, poem no. 656). The feeling of wabi
caused by difficulties in human relationships, Tsutsui divides into two: the feeling
of wabi that comes from being estranged from society, or that arises when one
shuns another's company (KKs, poem no. 50). Next, he examines the feeling of
wabi arising from living a solitary life (KKS poem no. 985). Finally, Tsutsui
considers the feeling of wabi arising from nature or from one's living surroundings
and circumstances (KKS, poem no. 988). The structure in both studies is similar;
however, Tsutsui's discussion does not go as far as Bashô in his study.
According to Okazaki, in Manyôsh,û most of the poems in which the word
wabi is used are love poems describing desperate feelings, pessimism, feelings of
sorrow or sadness, or describing one rvho feels hopeless or depressed, having
hardships in one's life, or being dissatisfred with the circumstances of one's life.
okazaki stresses that wabi describes feelings and emotions and it has a strong
sense of having difficulties or facing hardship in one's life, whereas sabí tn
Manyôsh,û is used rather to describe atmosphere or mood. Okazaki has found
altogether seventeen poems in Marryôshû with the word wabiT6e including variations such as, wabi in a compound word (wabinaki), as an adjective (wabishi) or
as a verb (wabu).

ln Manyôsh,û. the way of writing wabi vanes from

fpffi (wabí),fuft

(wabu),

to ffi (wabishiht)."0 But later on in classical literature, wabi is w¡itten either with
hiragana syllables as i>û, or with the Chinese character lÈ or Æ- Okazaki mentions that wabi and sabi do not differ greatly dnring this period. To be more
precise, in the use of wabi the sadness or sorrowfrrlness is generally related to love
affairs; but the use of søåi ca¡ries a broader sense conceming love, relationships of

marriage partners or parents and children, friends, or even death, i.e., a variety of
different occasions that belong to one's daily life. ,Saåi is also used to describe
artistic or aesthetic values in nature, such as dtiftitrg showers (shigure), but this
cha¡acteristic of wabi cannot be found rn Manyôshrr. Okazaki defines wabi as

768 Tsutsui 1969, p.7.
769 Tsutsui 1969, p. 13.
770

Tsutsui found 19 entries, but a @mput€r search ofreturns
containing wabi in Marryóshú (the total number of poemsin Manyôshrí is 4500).
For example, in

Kojiki waåi

is also written as

f¡ffi.

See

NKBT l, p.

103.
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describing feelings and emotions in everyday life, whereas saåi is more a word for
aesthetic values.

Next, Okazaki studies wabí andsaåi in Imperial poetic anthologies. In Kokinwalrnshû, Gosenshû and Shûish'û, the word wabí is used often in its different
variations. According to Tsutsui,TTl there exist altogether 124 enties (the total
number of poems in these th¡ee anthologies together is 3888), but in Goshûishû,
Kinyôsh,û and Shikashú the use of wabi decreases rapidly and only t\¡/enty-one
entries (the total number of poems in these th¡ee is 2347) ruulrûr the word wabi are
found. ln Senzaishû a¡d Shinl¡okinwakashû the word waåi occurs only forty times
(the total number of poems in these two is 3264), which is a slightly higher incidence than in the th¡ee previously mentioned anthologies.
According to Okazaki, in the Imperial anthologies the meaning of wabi
becomes more delicate and subtle, even though the focus is still on love poems
illustrating grief because of an unsuccessful love affair or not being loved, desperate feelings caused by the end of the love affair, or even being perplexed or embarrassed to the extent that one wishes to die. The aesthetic values of grief for
unrequited love or in melancholy are found in poems during this period. Okazaki
reminds us that the origins for the "aestheticization" of waåi in love poems can be

found already in Kojiki, but in the Imperial anthologies this character became
clea¡er. The feelings of love and grief, i.e., the feelings of wabi, were reflected in
nature, such as the sounds of autumn winds in the dusk of evening when one waits

for one's love who does not appear (KKS, poem no. 777).However, in this period
wabí was used more widely than in Manyôsh'ti, describing also various disappointments and hardships in life. The reason for desperate feelings or for grieving
remains unclear in some poems, suggesting hardships in everyday life or in social
conditions in general, such as poverty. According to Okazaki, this illustrates a
kind of "tragic beauty" as found in the poem where one is alone and forgotten at
the seaside of the Suma (KKS, poem no. 962). As shown earlier, this study does
not concur with the idea of wabi as tragic beauty (Section 4.2.2) because the
philosophical rispects of wabi suggest the absolute freedom of heart, and strong
emotions, such as being tragic, do not include this idea (see below in this section
for more details).

I

would not go as far as to suggest that this poem cited by Okazaki is an

expression oftragic beauty, but rather that

it

suggests the idea

ofbeing alone and

forgotten or being in exile. Despite the reason for being alone, the most important
point to note is that one has accepted the fact of being alone and is satisfied with

77t

Tsutsui 1969, p. 13. Tsutsui has made a table in which he gives the total number of the
poems in Manyôshú and in every above-mentioned Imperial anthology listed separately. He
comes to the conclusion that" in tl¡ese sources the word w¿ôi is used 204 times whereas the
word saói is found 143 times. Only in Manyôshû and in Seruaishû is sabi used more frequently than wabi.
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one's life as such. Another important change in the use of wabi during this period
is that wabi was adapted and used in poems describing the life of upper class

people living in the capital, as found in poems by ono Komachi (KKs, poem no.
938). The meaning of wabi changed, its focus moving to the straitened ci¡cumstances of everyday life as a whole. The spirit of wabi was no longer pessimistic
but it came to mean a new Wøy of life and thinking that was born of difüculties,
and also contained religious aspects. This made it possible to use waåi in a wide
range of different kinds of poems.

Finally, okazaki studies wabi and saåi during Bashô's times and states that
because of the development of chadô, these two terms, especially wabi,?12 were
related more to Tea than to the poetry, and furthermore that they were influenced
by Buddhist ideas. The meaning of wabi in chadô also underlines Bashô's idea of
wabi. one of his characteristics of wabi wÍ¡s an emphasis on the rural aspects of
waåi, including the notions of finding satisfaction in dissatisfaction and finding
luxury in poverty. In other words, according to okazaki, for the first time waåi
possessed positive values. In general, Bashô connected his use ofwabi generally
to poverty and travelling.TT3

5.1.2. Use and Meanings of the

\ilord Wabiin Poetry

This study is based on the realisation that sabi is rathe¡ a term of literary studies
and wabi is a term of chadô. However, before wabi became a chadô-related term
describing some distinctive aesthetic and philosophical aspects of Te4 it was used
in classical literature. Therefore, the groundwork for this study was to exarnine
the use of the word wabi ín classical literature and especially in poetry. The frequent usage of wabi in Koklca Tailcan is acknowledged: the term is found 4946
times in poems and 195 times in other pafs of the book. However, Nihon Koten
Bungaht Taikei provided most of the material used in this study. It is also noted in

this study that after chadô had developed into an art form, the term wabi came to
possess different meanings in poetry and in Te4 and these developments are
examined in this chapter.
772

The idea that after Bashô waåi became a term of chadô

md

sabi remained a

term of poetry is

found also in Karaki's work called Chûsei no Bungaku n Karaki Jutzô Zenshû, vol. 5
(1967), p. 105. See also Kugimoto 1969, p. 145. For fi¡rther information, see Kugimoto
1969, pp. 145-158. Kugimoto also includes wabi and saåi with those ideas that have influenced the aesthetic values in literature, but considers saôi as describing especially aesthetic
values in literature. The word w¿åi is mentioned only a few times in his snrdy and is related
to Rikyt.

773 About the

meaning of wabi, see also Hirota 1995, pp. 82-87. Hirota focuses his study of
wabi on Sôgi's poetry, Kenkô's texts, and on the poem by Ariwara no Yukihira "wahtrabani..." (in KKS, poem no. 962; found also in the y't¡rí play Matsakæe).
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Both okazaki's and rsutsui's studies have been a gteat help for this study,
which seeks to understand the use of wabi in classical literatue and especially in
poetry, even though Okazaki's way of studyngwabí and sabi together, and calling
wabi a "tragic beauty" are not wholly in accord with the conclusions of this study.
Based on the sources used for this chapter, it becomes evident that wabi expresses
one's inner feelings and in order to attain this state of mind, the expressions of
wabi have to be reflected or sensed through one's self, and therefore it clearly has
quite a subjective nature. It is impossible to give only a few definite meanings for
the word wabi in literature or in chadô because its meaning is so heavily dependent on the context. Next, some of the most cornmon meanings of wabi and its
development into the term of chadô will be examined through selected poems
from classical literature.
A majority of the poems wherewabi is used a¡e love poems and the word has
been used to describe moments of despair, such as in the following poem by
Ômiwa no Iratsune found in Manyôshtî:

åâ*l¡.
Êg$r,R
ÈøEi ¿
þûÈõÉ1.

In the depth of night
a sound of the plover crying for a friend.

Being deep in thoughts

Qåå-r-r6 þt¡77t

during this moment of feebleness,
it cries with its whole hea¡t.

One's deep and sorrowfrrl feelings a¡e reflected in nature with the images of
midnight and a plover crying desperately. It also describes solitude and longing to
love and to be loved in return. The plover is used as a seasonal image, a word for
winter or very late autumn that is considered n chad6 to be a season when the
feeling of wabi deepens.775 The range of feelings waåi describes in love poems is
extensive: It describes sorrow, grief, or misery. In some poems desperate feelings
caused by unsatisfactory love even lead to inviting death. Absolute grief and
passionate love are illustrated in the following poem by Motoyoshi no Miko
(890-943) in Sh,ûiw akas h,û:

þûeàlt¡f
âlt/¿i"'/¡ l.:

makes ever¡hing insignifi cant.

Ht'>( L<i:

destroy this body of mine;

This much grief and sorrow

/¡l:ft/¡ õ

årlttf ¿ t',8å

774

775

Even
776

ifI

have

to

I still want to meet you again.

Shinpen Kokkataikan CD-ROM-han, Manyôshû, second volume, poem no. 621.

Tsutsui finds this to be first of all a love poem where the images of nature illustrate one's
desperate feelings for love. These two acts, one's feeling sad and blue and the plovefs crying
heartbreakingly for a friend happen simulaneously, srengthening each othe/s meaning.
Tsutsui 1969, p.5.
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In this poem, wabínureba means the ultimate grief and sorrow because of an unsatisfactory love affau. one has grieved for one's love so much that no\4¡, at this
moment, it does not make any difference anymore whatever might happen. Then
the poem speaks in metaphors that, elen if it resulted in self-destn¡ction, one
would be ready for anything if one could meet, even just once, one's true love
again. One feels absolutely broken and finished like the floating remains of a boat
after a shipwreck, and therefore, if meeting one's love would even demand that
one commits suicide, it does not matter an)¡more; it could not be worse.
In some poems waåi describes general melancholy over circumstances wiûrout any specific reason, such as in the following poem by an unknown poet found
in Manyôshú:

Ì¡?Æ,ø
þ{¡qHåT/À6
Itt¿L < ù

are crying so sadlJ.

&wo)#+

scattering leaves of clover

X<tró

on the auû.¡mn frelds?

bTj777

I wonder why deer
ls it because of thickly

In a tone simila¡ to the poem of Motoyoshi no Miko given above, this poem also
has the seasonal aspect of late autumn and withered leaves which refer to the
melancholy spirit of waåi. The feeling of wabi, in this context sadness or melancholy, is stimulated by the beauty and sadness of nature in autumn, the feeling of
reaching an end, dying and withering away, such as the autumn leaves, and all this
is strengthened by the sorrowfrrl cry of a deer. Tsutsui classifies this poem as
signiffing the sense of solitary life, and moreover, as being a love poem. Tsutsui
finds two interpretations for the meaning of this poemr describing one's feelings
for the death of a wife and the sorrow this loss has caused, or dissatisfaction with
one's married life.778 This possibility is not denied, even though in this snrdy it is
believed that the poem describes sad feelings in general and unspecified melancholy caused by the season, nature and the moment as such.
The following poem by Ono Komachi in Kokinwakasåú is chosen to illustate
the third meaning of wabi in poety: to feel a failure in one's lífe.

7?6
777
778

Shinpen Kokkataikan CD-ROM-han, Shûiwakasht, first volume, poem no. ?66.
Shinpen Kokkataikan CD-ROM-han, Manyôshû, second volume, poem no. 2158.

Tsutsui 1969, p. 6. See also Okazaki 1940, p. 142. Okazaki classifies also this poem as being
a love poem and telling about one's dissatisfaction with married life. Or, it can even be interpreted that the clover refers to the wife herself and the scattering leaves of clover as a
metaphor for thc wife's pæsing away.
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At the moment of despair
I feel myself like
a floating weed without rooß.

Ht$ëa)
&.*Ì¿ L<
#å7kö 6lf
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water would invite me
I would go without hesitating.

This poem contains desperate feelings caused by the hnrdness oflife in general,
which does not have to be connected with love affairs. one wishes that someone
would come and offer companionship, or to give a hand for a new opportunity, for
a new life. The poem describes one who is forlom in the situation when one's lde

did not go as one expected: one feels totally alone, and moreover, one feels estranged from society.?8o one wishes that something would happen and change this
miserable situation where one has no options. If there were a chance for change
upon which one could rely - one would definitely grasp an opporhrnity. The poem
has a strong sense of not being able to affect the course of one's life, feeling
powerless, drifting, having no one to tum to. one is not the master of one's life
any more.

In some poems the word wabi is used

as a compound word ,a waåi person'

(wabihito) meaning a hopeless person or someone who feels afaílure in his tife in
one wa)) or another, such as in the following poem by Henjô (sl6-890) in Kokinwakashú:

þ{.F^ø)

*>â<febt â
¿tÈ

(
^ø)È
ffit¡à'lf/¡

Only a hopeless person
would choose a tree
to rest under which offers
no sheltering shadow just
scanering aufumn leaves.

This poem illustrates that one has /osf one's faith in life and faces hardships even
in the simplest things such as choosing a place to rest. For this waål person, a tree
offers neither shelter, rcpose, nor delight to enjoy the beauty of autumn leaves.
scattering autumn leaves may also be understood to be a metaphor for weeping
over one's disappointnents.
Later, in classical poet{, wabihíto (a pitifrrl, hopeless person) came to mean

a poor person, such as in the following poem by Dôshô (who lived
Kamalara era) in Rengashû:
779
780

78t

in

the

Shinpen Kokkataikan CDROM-han, Kokinwakasht, first volume, poem no. 93g.
The idea of being estranged from society is also noted by Tsutsui (1969, p. l0). okazaki
writes that this poem describes straitened circumstances in one's life in general. tt contains
no pessimism but rather it symbolises one's personal escape from a troublesome situation.
See fr¡rtherOkazaki 1940, p. 170.
Shinpen Kokkataikan CD-ROM-han, Kokinwakæht, first votume, poem no. 292.
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b6ûL0)

A ooor person's clothes

üë&.ø

are thin as a cicada's wings.

¡ r7)r/¡

gtÎ

Hd)té, tÈà
/¡å'ÞFlÈ/¡Lz8z

T.ssrt

In his life also,
not a single day passes

without continuous crying.

This poem gives an image of a poor person (wabihíto) whose wom-out clothes
are as *rin and transparent as a cicada's wings. Similarly, the cicada continues its
constant crying day after day, and the diffrculties and hardships that this poor and

pitifut person has to bear are never-ending.
After the development of chadô inthe Muromachi penod, the use of wabi in
poetry and literanre changed, incorporating more philosophical values adapted
from the l/ay of Tea. The ideas of chadô strongly influenced Bashô's poetry783 as
shown in the following poem found in Bashô Bunshû:

þûl¡*êà(
-Fî>ffiX

ã9kåå¡Lzs¿

Enduring pove@ in life
I prepare fïre on the hearth
and enjoy the profound touch ofTea.

According to Okazaki, this poem belongs to Bashô's earlier production and he
finds a strong appreciation of rural life and the wabi style of modest Tea785 In this
poem, clear suggestions of chadô are expressions such as, wabi ni taete, enduring
poverty in life, which refers to the asceticism or living in insuficiency and enduríng all the hardship it brings.It gives an image of life in Zen monasteries in its
material simplicity but strong spiritual richness (see Section 2.3.5). The expression ichiro (the hearth) suggests a modest rural fonn of life, living in solitude and
spending a quiet life. The hearth type of the fireplace (ro) is adapted to Tea from
the old Japanese style of farmhouses where the irori style of fireplace, cut in the
floor, was used for cooking and keeping the room warm (see Section 4.2.2). This
expression may also refer to the year-ending tea gathering (the so-called larchikiri
tea gathering) when a large teajar (chatsubo) for next year's tea leaves is opened
and the new tea is served for the first time. The season is winter, which also refers
to the wabi style (see Section 2.3.4\. The rvord sancha (ground tea) refers, without
a doubt, to the powdered tea used in chadô.

Another change in the use of wabí in poetry was that the word waåi took on
positive values instead ofthe negative expressions it conveyed earlier in classical
literatue. lllabi was no longer a word to express one's grief for lost love in its

782
783
784

78s

Rengashû, p. 80, venes20-21.

Both of the Bashô poems cited below a¡e also studied by Kurasawa ar¡d Okazaki. See Kurasawa 1992b, W.229-230; Okazaki 1940, pp.205-207.
Bashô Bunshû: Inaka no Kuai, no.

Okazaki 1940, p.205.

2l (NKBT

46, p.291).
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numerous variations, but came to mean luxury, 'heart's richness' in insufficiency
and in an ascetic form of life. This aspect is suggested in the poem with the image

of submitting to one's fate of living a poor life and all the hardship it entails. And
moreover, the expression kimifukashi, literally deepening feeling or sensibility but
here translated as 'enjoy the profound touch of Tea', refers to the idea that, if one is
able to bear or to overcome all these difficulties and hardships in everyday life,
one shall move toward the profound understanding of the true meaning and the
sense ofbeauty in chadô.
In the following exarnple, containing the preface to a Bashô hailat poem
found in Bashô Kushû, the word wabi is used in va¡ious meanings and combinations.

tb(f, Hàb6, ilå àþ(¡<. þ..såã^¿p¿firä.
Fåå'Â t¡ /¡ L. /¡lf þ{¡þ{¡(,

E

lÈ<t.Ò81Èñ¿r/¡àXÜt78ó
This wistful moon, this miserable body of mine and the pOyS$¡f4y¡¡¡d - I would
answer I am feeling sad but there is no one to ask me. Falling deeper into melancholy
ln this modest dwelling, the moon and the poems are like Nara tea gruel.

-

In the preface to the poem, the word wabi is used in a sense similar to that in
earlier classical literature, expressing vtisÍfulness, melancholy, loneliness, and the
feeling of inadequacy. In the poem, on the other hand, wabi is used as a chadô
related term. The expression wabiteswne (modest dwelling) refers to the ascetic

forn of lfe or living in insuficiency, similar to the meaning of wabi cited

ea¡lier

above in Bashô's poem, but also as accepting one's life as such in a positive way.
In this poem, Bashô plays with the words by writing that the moon is sad as is the

poor man's rice gruel, and in a similar sense, one's poems are poor. The person in
the poem seems to be a poor man living in a modest dwelling and having only rice
gruel for dinner. One is also living in solitude having no visitors, also refening to
a wabi style of living or to a wabi p€rson. An obvious reference lo chadô cannot
be shown, but it can be interpreted that a modest dwelling and the expression
chauta, literally 'tea song', meaning rice gruel, can also be taken as a reference to
chadô.

Before the development of chadô, the word wabi was used in classical literature and poetry mainly in negative expressions describing grief, sonow, sadness
over something, as well as miserable feelings caused by unsatisfactory circumstances oflove affairs: not being loved by someone one adores, being betrayed or

786

Bashô Kushû, poem no. 487. In tl¡e note to this poem, it says that the foreword,'This wistful
moon, this miserable body of mine and the poverty of my mind - cause feelings of sadness...'
can be found in the book called lchþôsh¡¡ (1681) and refers to the poem by Ariwara no

Yukihira in Kokinwakashû, poem no.962:
l¿lvc s þ$è r. È^å.

þ( àtfEE5¡'^t,

ìrrf;ÃÉo>tñl¿6
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forgotten. llabi was also used to describe a poor person, a pitiful person, or the
feelings and circumstances when one feels like a failure in one's life. lIlabi
expressed melancholy over the ci¡cumstances caused by oneself or one's surroundings. It also contained romantic nuances signiffing wistful feelings.

The great change in the use of wabi in classical literatr.¡¡e came through the
development of chadô and the use of wabi tn Bashô's poetry. In Bashô's po€ÍT,
wabi refers to the modest and humble form of life in solitude, such as the ascetic
life of Zen monks in their monasteries. For the first time in literature, wabi
seemed to possess positive values expressing the highest state of mind which is

attained through ascetic (spiritual) ûaining. The highest state of mind was
explained in this study (see Section 2.3.5) as being a priceless jewel hidden in
one's heart referring to the Buddha natu¡e of a man. This idea is equivalent to the
idea of the absolute freedom of hean where all acts become natural and one is able
to accept all things as such (see sections 2.3.6 artdz.3.7).
Bashô refers to these ideas in his poems, for example, with the images of an
enduring, modest life and deepening sensibility to appreciate the tn¡e meaning of
Tea. In addition to deep philosophical values, wabi also expressed aesthetic
values. However, this study does not wholly agree with Okazaki's statement that
wabi expresses "the tragic beauty".78? Being tagic refers to a tumult of feelings,
such as feelings of sadness, confusion, loss, or even annihilation. As shown in this
study (Chapter 2), wabi means possession of the wabi mind(heart) - the Buddhamind. This state of mind emerges in the ultimate state, in the absolute freedom of
heart, where worldly feelings in any possible fonn do not exist. Furthermore, this
state of mind is also the basis for every form of wabi as beauty, and therefore,

wabi cawnt be an expression of "tragic beauty",
In some passages or verses, such as in Tsurezuregusa or in Nanpôroht, the
word wabi is not used, but such passages are often given as examples to express
aesthetic or philosophical values that the idea of wabi is considered to possess in
chadô.FromTsurezuregusa the following passage is given:

it is
cloudless? To long for the moon while looking on the rain, to lower the blinds and be
unaware of the passing of the spring these are even more deeply moving. Branches
about to blossom or gardens strewn with faded flowers are worthier of our admiraAre we to look at cherry blossoms only in full bloom, the moon only when

-
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Okazaki 1940, p. 169. See also Engel l9ó4, pp. 282-283.
Translation by Donald Keene (1981, p. ll5). See also Mumyôsho in NKBT 65, p. 87. Here
Kamo no Chômei writes about the beauty of the autumn sþ without colours, hearing no
voices. A person who is only waiting to see the autumn flowers and crimson leaves does not
find this scene interesting. This kind of beauty has to be understood through "ears" of the
heart, not only visuallY.
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This passage points out that the moon behind the clouds, cherry blossoms just
full bloom, or afterwards when blossoms scatter away, possess another
kind of beauty. The passage does not neglect the value and the beauty of finely

before

finished refined objects which may be skillftlly decorated or be gorgeous in
colours (the frrll moon and cherry blossoms in fi¡ll bloom). This kind of beauty is
understood and admired by a large public and their aesthetic values are widely
recognised. The statue Davíd by Michelangelo, which is almost more beautiful in
every sense than any human being can possibly be; or the painting Mona Lisaby
Leonardo da Vinci with her milk-white, luminous skin and the mysteriously calm

smile on her face; or the painting Maple Tree by Kanô Eitoku (1543-1590),78e
being minutely decorated and rich in colours, a¡e all expressions ofperfect and
beautiful - a beauty without clouds. AII of them represent a kind of þper-beauty
in their nonworldliness. Kenkô encourages us to seek anothe¡ kind of beauty, a
kind of indirect beauty which gives an image of a beautiful object, yet leaving
something hidden or suggested but not visible. To see and understand this kind of
beauty, the observer must be sensitive and train one's eye to see the beauty in
objects that are not generally considered beautiful. This kind of beauty, as well as
wabi beaufy, is always experienced through one's own personal feelings, and
therefore, it may convey some strong emotions, zuch as sorro% wistñrlness, or excitement.

It may also contain

some mysterious power, enticing the observer into
sphere of influence and making taditionatly non-beautiful objects look
beautiful. In this sense, beauty is a mystery. It is dependent on the occasion and
the place. The rough and unfinishedJooking, austere wabi sty\e of utensils used in
chadô or the architecture and materials of Japanese tea-rooms are good examples
of this category of beauty. The following citation from Tsurezuregusa explains

its

this idea fi.rrther:
Somebody once remarked that how sad indeed it is that the thin silk of a sgoll gets so
easily tom! Ton'a replied, "It is only after the silk wrapper has frayed at top and
bottom, and the mother-of-pearl has fallen that a scroll looks beautiful.', This opinion
demonstated the excellent taste ofthe man. People often say that a set ofbooks looks
uncharming if all volumes are not in the same format, but I was impressed to hear the
Abbot Kôyû say, "It is typical of the unintelligent man to insist on assembling
complete sets of ever¡hing. Imperfect sets are more aüractive.', In everything, no
matter what it may be, uniformity is undesirable. Leaving something incomplete makes
it interesting, and gives one a feeling that there is room for grow¡¡.790

78e
790

See picture in Mason 1993, pp. 258-259.

Tsurezuregus4 p. 143. Based on Donald Keene's translation, Essays in ldleness: The Tsureof Kenkô 1981, p. 70. In the original rexr it says: f
<Ë
¿ri2LFLåJ ¿^ú)ÉûL¿4. Keene has translated tl¡e word wabishiki as "not satisfactory" which emphasises the feeling of disagreement more than the feeling of saúress one,s
unsatisfactory behaviour causes. see also saito 1997, pp.377-3g3; TsuEui 1969, p. 20. Both
c¡tations given here from Tsuræuregusa are also mentioned by Saito in her article, even
zu¡egusa
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In this citation, the word wabiis used as an adjective wabishiki (þ(.F Lå), which
I would hanslate as 'pitiful' or 'sad', emphasising the feeling of sorrow or regret

silk of the scroll becomes so easily wom out and damaged. Kenkô
disagrees with this line of thinking and shows that sometimes objects which are
because the

worn out or damaged may contain even higher aesthetic values than new and perfect objects. In this citation, Kenkô praises the beauty of aged objects and the
patina they possess, which I refened to as an'indirect'beauty above. For Kenkô
this represents excellent taste. The indirect beauty in the worn-out scroll lies in the
awareness that this item was a masterpiece, but with the passage of time its beauty
has changed, and has become more profound, more mature. They possess another
kind of beauty which it is not possible to find in a fresh new object. Beauty does
not vanish - it only changes its form. It has several forms: sometimes it can be
rough, having a strong spirit of austerity or rusticity, or it may convey contrasting
qualities, such as beauty and ugliness, small and massive, and each of these a¡e
expressions ofa special kind ofbeauty.Tel
The above-cited passage from Tsurezuregusa also points out the aesthetics of
incomplete sets or odd numbers, which is still strong in modern Japanese society
where the number of a'set' is five,?e2 whereas in Westem countries it is always an
even number (4, 6,8, 10, etc.). On the other hand, 'a set' in Westem countries
means that one has, for example, six similar coffee cups while a Japanese person
would choose more likely a set of five different kinds of cups.ln chadô, an ability
to combine various kinds of tea utensils with good taste is a highly admired skill
because in Tea, sets are not preferred in all items used (see sections 3.1.1 and
4.2.1). This may also have a connection to the idea of suki (ryõ) in chadô (see
Section 4.2.1.3), describing extraordinarl'and new utensils the Great Tea Masters

79t

792

though she does not mention the word wabi but uses these citations to describe the aesthetics
of imperfection and insufficiency. Since in previous studies in the field, the word wabi is
often translated as "irregular", "rough", or "imperfect" beauty such as in Yanagi's study
(1989) or in Haga's study (1982), and based on the sources used in this study, as well as
citations Saito also uses in her article, I presume that she discusses the beauÇ of wabi in
chadó. To describe the beauty of wabi, Tsutsui also cites both citations from Tsurezuregusa
given here.
Compare this to Zeami's ideas in Fúshit<aden, "ltems conceming the practice of the lúó in
relation to the age of the actor", illushating that every age has its own personal beauty,
"a flower", to flourish. One of his central ideas is that the flower blooms in one's imagination. Compare this also to Zeami's work, Klri¡, in which he poetically describes stages of
beauty in one's performance from peerless charm to the art of broad mastery, and to the way
of crudeness and leadenness. See more details in Rimer and Yamazaki 1984' pp' 4-9,29-31,
120-122.
Historically the number five was also used, e.g., in the goraingunmi: ln 1597 Toyotomi Hide-

yoshi established a 'Five-man-group' system consisting of five households of samurui 10
preserve order in towns and in the country. This syst€m became more popular under the
Tokugawa period in Edo. Fordetails, see Sansom 1961, p.338.
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favoured and started to use as their favoured utensils. The word salci, when tumed
around, reads hsú

(õä),

'an odd numbet'.7e3 The use of odd numbers in Tea also

conveys the idea that 'the incomplete is more interesting' as already stated by
Kenkô. Another kind of incompleteness'can be found in the asymmetrical forms
of the wabi style of tea utensils which are mostly rough and have an un¡efined or
unfinished sense in their appearance (see Chapter 4). All of these qualities, being
aged, rough or having a lack of uniformity, completeness, or perfection make the
piece more interesting because it stimulates one's imagination. After one has
attained the higher state of mind, one does not consider complete-incomplete, perfect-imperfect as opposite terms, but realises that in true beauty they both exist
and ifnot, the result is uninteresting and insignificant.iea
Why was waåi chosen to describe specific kinds of aesthetic and philosophical values in chadô, but not saåi? They are closely related terms, as recognised by other researchers, such as Okazaki (see sections 5.1.1 and 1.4.1). One
answer for the development of the use wabi in chadô might be in the slightty

llabi and sabí possess simila¡
meanings such as sadness, poverty and loneliness. wabí also expresses the severity of living in poverty or in solitude which was seen as one's destiny, and one did
not struggle against it, but rather accepted the súaitened circumstances as such
(see Sections 5.1.2, as well as 2.3.1, 2.-7.5, and2.3.6). This leads to the Buddhist
different uses of these two terms, wabi and sabi:

idea of living in insufficiency in order to attain the highest state of mind, the
Buddha-mind, and therefore, as a term of chadô, wabi is closely related to zen
and other Buddhist ideas.

one may argue that saåi also has philosophical values based on Buddhist
jala\ which is another reading for sabi if it is written

ideas such as tranquillit!,

with the chinese character (ffi) . This character, saåi, refers to the death (nehan),
quietness, and liberation from earthly passions and is very similar to the meaning
of wabi as a philosophical concept as it is understood in chadô in this study
(chapter 2). Nevertheless, the meaning of the word saåi does not differ so much
whether it is written with the chinese characters ffi or Ìffi, or with hiragana as
Ë (,1t. Prefening the writing ffi (sabi) and emphasising its Buddhist con¡rotations
sometimes seems to be more a stylistic than a philosophical matter. In describing
aesthetic values, these two terms also are connected to each other. .Saåi is used as
a synonym for hiesabi or åie (chill) as an aesthetic expression in feeling and in
style, which is also one expressionof wabi as an aesthetic concept (see sections
3.1.1 and 6.2.3).

7e3 Mentioned also by Kumakura 1987, pp. 16l-162.
194 A similar idea is given in Zeami's
Kyrûi,"theway
Yamazaki 1984,p.122.

of crudeness and readenness" in Rimer and
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wabi, however, is used with much wider connotations than the term saäi,
both philosophically (see Chapter 2) and aesthetically (chapters 4 and 6)- Wabí
can be used in explaining va¡ious kinds of aesthetic expressions, forms, appea¡ances and styles (fitet) of Tea which are bom naturally, if and only if, they are
born through the wabi mind(heart) (see Chapter 6). The importance of knkoro,
mind(heart) is understood through realisation that the word saåi is not used in
classical poetry and literature to describe a person as wabibito, a poor person who
leads one's life like a hermit, which is a very typical use of waäi. Therefore, wabi
is more closely related to personal experiences througb one's hea¡t. If the wabi
heart does not exist in these expressions ofbeauty, they are not the expressions
wabi exarined in this study, but are just expressions of simple poverty.

5.2. ANALYSIS OF POEMS: THE STIJDY OF METAPHORS

,,MIWATASEBA.-'' AI{I)
"HANA ITO NOMI..."

of

IN

Ín Nanpôrolat's Oboegaki. the poems by Fujiwara Teika and letaka are given to
illustrate the sense of wabi of the Great Tea Masters Jô-ô and Rikyu. The word
wabi is not mentioned in either of these poems, but in .ffanpôroht it is said that
these poems best represent the spirit of wabi in their chanoyu. Next, their hidden
meanings are explained through metaphors and these poems are interpreted in
order to explain the differences between Jô-ô and Rilcyû and thei¡ philosophical
and aesthetic ideas in wabichadô.
According to Nanpôrolat the following poem by Teika is said in to illustrate
Jô-ô's sense of wabi in Tea:
I look around

-ñ,ürùÈJ

When

?ËÈrs*ù
Ì¡tJ,.D û 0

there are no flowers

itäø¿

and no crimson leaves.

Êtø)

Only a thatched hut at the seashore

ü.Øt*

in the dusk of autumn evening.

And the following poem by Ietaka is said to represent Rikyu's idea of wabi
chadô:

trEþØ4

For those waiting only for cherry blossoms,

1* t> L ),.1t

I wish to show
early green ofthe spring
stretching through snow

rl¡tàø

Éffi0)Ho)

*U69.¡¡ç
795 Nanpôroku, p. 16.

zes

in a faraway mountain village.

n
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The metaphors of Teika's poem have been considered e¿rlier in this study
(see sections 2.3.6 and 4.2.3), but its meaning will be studied here in more detail
in order to attain a deeper understanding of it in comparison with letaka's poem.

Nanpôrohieó says that these two poems convey the idea of the true nature of rea,
and Nanpô sôkei (the author of the book) explains the metaphors of these poems
in the following manner: The flowers and crimson leaves refer to the shoin daisu
formal style of Tea. After one has careñrlly concentrated on these flowers and
crimson leaves (shoin daisu style of Tea), one will attain the state of 'not-a-singlething', which in Teika's poem means 'a thatched hut at the seashore'. Those who do
not know'the flowers and the crimson' leaves cannot start living in'a thatched
hut', but after looking at them time after time, one is able to choose to live in the
lonely and modest hut at the seashore. Thereafter, the true spirit of Tea arises.
Concerning letaka's poem, Nanpôrolalet oyr that those who wait impatiently from morning to evening, expecting the flowers of the mountains and fa¡away villages to burst into full bloom do not understand that the flowers (and the
'crimson leaves') exist already in our hearts. These persons are only able to enjoy
the colours they see with their own eyes. Both the 'faraway mountain village' and
the 'thatched hut at the seashore' refer to the modest dwelling in solitude and to the
ultimate state of absolute freedom in one's heart (see Chapter 2 and especially
sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7). When spring has passed, and autumn, too, the flowers
and the crimson leaves will finally be covered with snow and 'the far away mountain village' will become a place of 'not-a-single-thing', signiïing a humble place
in solitude similar to the'thatched hut at the seashore'. Fu¡thermore, as explained
earlier in this study (see Section 2.3.7), in the state of 'not-a-single-thing', all acts
(behaviour) expressing spontaneous (unpretended) feelings a¡ise natr¡rally here
and there. The landscape which is covered with a blanket of snow during the
winter is renewed with energy when beautiñrl spring weather comes and the first
green of spring pushes through here and there ûom beneath the snow. so, in this
way, nature is're-born' again every spring naturally without any artificial aids.

The metaphors of 'flowers and crimson leaves' and 'the autumn evening' in
the poem "miwataseba...", ate supposed to convey the sense of hxury and the
sense of chill calmness in Jô-ô's Tea. lr{oreover, 'the thatched hut at the seashore'
is an allegory of an austere sense of wabi Jõ-ôr wished to reach in the end. Jô-ô
based the studies of Tea on knowledge of the formal style of preparing Tea

(shôfûtei) and on his careful examination of old masterpieces ('flowers and
crimson leaves'). Knowing the old is considered to be an imporunt step of prepaxatory studies in order to understand the true meaning, the essence, of the wabi
7e6 Nanpôroku, p- 16.
See
îrom Nanpôroku.
797

Nanpôroku, p. 17

also Hirota 1995, pp. 233-235,and his translation

ofthe cited excerpt
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style of Tea: the humble and modest Tea of 'the thatched hut' (or 'far-away mountain village'). This also contains an allusion to Zen by saying that'the thatched hut

at the seashore' and 'the far-away mountain village' come to mean the ultimate
state of 'not-a-single-thing', i.e., the site of the enlightenment. Jô-ô taught the same
with the saying that'first and foremost, the devotee of Tea must possess the mind
of seclusion...' (see Section 3.1.3.4). Jô-ô's style of Tea moved from the formal
shoin style of Tea (shôfûtei\ toward the more modest wabi style of Tea (uranotomaya), and in order to understand the beauty of wabi one must possess the mind
of seclusion and attempt to reach the state of absolute freedom of heart from
earthly desires to attain the pure world of the Buddha.
Concerning the tea utensils, Jô-ô emphasised the importance of studying the
old masterpieces and understanding their beauty to be able to understand the
beauty of wabi in utensils. Studying the old masterpieces also means training
one's eye to be able to distinguish good utensils from bad and to choose new
utensils to be used in Tea. This is called the skilled eye (see Section 3.1.3.2) and
thereafter, one is ready to create something new and interesting in Tea. Even
though Jô-ô created many new and interesting items to be used in Tea, such as
Japanese ceramics, bamboo ware, and some everyday utensils that he adapted to
be used in chadô instead of the old, famous Chinese utensils (see Section 4.3), the
focus of his Tea still reflected his great respect and study of the Old Great
Masters, as well as respectful use of the great famed utensils. This made his Tea
stable by nature and caused a lack ofvigour, energy and vitality, the great change,
because he could not set himself f¡ee from the old masters and their teachings. In
the poem, the sense of stability was suggested in the image of the autunn evening
when the flowen and crimson leaves have been scattered away. On the contrary,
Jô-ô wished to reach the ultimate søte of chill, lean, and withered towa¡d which
his Tea was moving, however, this ultimate state was not completely attained.
Jô-ô's sense of Tea moved in a straight line from point A to B, from shoin to
wabi style, from the use of famous Chinese utensils to the rough Japanese ceramics and other simple, rustic utensils. His Tea was calm and stable like the autumn
moon and the thatched hut at the seashore. On the other hand, there is luxury and
abunda¡rce, 'the flowers and the crimson leaves', and the negation of it, the poverty
and simplicity, 'the thatched hut'. The negation of the flowers and crimson leaves
does not mean that they have not existed. In the poem, the image of the flowers
and crimson leaves remains very strong even though they are not mentioned again
in the last two lines of the poem, which conveys an image of the thatched hut at
the seashore. The use ofnegation in the poem makes Jô-ô's sense ofbeauty seem
so traditionally Japanese: it resembles the feeling and atmosphere of the Nó theatre where the beautifully decorated brocade costumes a¡e used in the dim light
emphasising the admiration of the beautv of darkness or the praise of shadows,
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such as the description in Tanizaki Junichirô's book,In,ei Raisan,of the beauty of
yôlcan on a black lacquer tray.7e8 The beauty of the da¡kness in Japanese tea-rooms

or in lemple architecture is calculated, as they a¡e built so that the rays of the sun
never reach the inside ofthe building (heavy roofand såóji papers covering the
windows). However, in Jô-ô's sense of beauty there exists richness in darkness;
the richness of colours and forms of the various'flowers and autumn leaves'. Even
though they are not seen clearly in the twilight, all this luxury exists in the darkness. The darkness also softens and simplifies the aggessive power of the luxury
of rich colows and va¡ious fomrs, diminishing any sharpness and making them
calm and tranquil - laying them in shadows.
The beauty ofdarkness or the praise ofshadows is connected to the idea of
chill, which conveys the ideas of calmness and silence, such as in i/ó theatre
where t}re actors move silently, controlling carefuily every part of the body on
stage, and the chorus singing reminds one more of chanting monks.Te chill refers
to the autumn and to the shadows. Da¡kness is also ,cold' or 'chill' as it is chill
inside the tea-room before the fire is made to boil the water, just a few moments
before the guests enter the tea-room. Conceming the morning and the noon gatherings, it is always surprising how violently light strikes the eye when one leaves the

tea-room. The evening or midnight gatherings a¡e made for praising the fi.¡ll moon
or the first snow in the winter, and on these occasions the tea-room is even darker
than otherwise. The idea of 'chill' in Jô-ô's Tea may also refer to the formality, to
the formal style of Tea or the admiration of the old masterpieces that are rather
distant, too. It may refer to 'withering', to the end, the death of nature and through

this the ultimate srate of chill, lean and withe¡ed, which was also the goal of his
Tea (see section 3.1.2). Jô-ô's idea of chill conveys the idea of shadows and
dimness as well, such as the expression of 'the dusk of the autumn evening' used
in Teika's poem. which seemed to fascinate him.
Rikyû's sense of waåi, which was explained through Ietakas poem (hana wo
nomi...) was very different from Jô-ô's. Rilqrû also recognised luxu¡ious beauty,
i.e., beauty of 'the flowers', such as the cherry blossoms in fr.¡ll bloom, but his

of luxury differed from that of Jô-ô. Rikyû accepted that there exist those
who only wait to see the cherry blossoms in full bloom, the full moon, or the
sense

beautiful autumn colours just when they are at their best. He did not wholly deny
their beauty but he discovered something even more beautiful, something that is
not recognised by everyone. There were those who only admired the cherry
blossoms in full bloom or,in chadô,those who only admired the great and famous

7e8 Tanizaki
l9ZS,pp. 23-24.
799 Tanizaki 1975, pp.

32-36.Tanizakr praises the beauty oflVó theatre; the sense ofcalmness,
the mystery of darkness which brings the best out of dull-lustre brocade cosn¡mes. This is
only possible in the old style of dark, dim /Vó the¿tres.
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utensils. This is a kind of beauty that is easy for everyone to see and to understand
because this beauty was praised so much (flowers and crimson leaves). For those,
especially, Rilqrû wished to show the early green of the spring in 'a far-away
mountain village', i.e., the sense of modesty in luxury. ln letakas poem describing
Rikyû's sense of wabi,'the far-away mountain village', i.e., the ultimate state of
'not-a-single-thing', are synonymous with the 'thatched hut at the seashore' in
Teika's poem describing Jô-ô's sense of beauty in chadô. However, this is the
point where Jô-ô's idea of wabi n chadô reached its highest state, Riþû's sense of
paåi continued even beyond this state, all the way to the state of 'early green of
the spring, stetching through snorV', refening to the ultimate state of chill, lean
and withered, which Jô-ô also wished to reach in his Tea.

Rikyû's sense of beauty in Tea was more ascetic in comparison to Jô-ô's Tea
('the early green of the spring stretching through the snou/). Rikyû went beyond
the ultimate state of 'not-a-single-thing' in order to show minimalist beauty, or the
"beauty of revival" as Kurasawasoo pots it. Kurasawa has found quite a suitable
phrase to describe Rikyu's sense of beauty in Tea. It may be called a beauty of
revival because in Riþrû's sense of beauty, the full bloom of cherry blossoms is
over, the summer has passed, and the autumn, too. Faintly, the leaves of the tree
have withered away and the branches have become lean. Finally, after the winter,
the early-spring comes as it always does and makes nature bloom again. In this
sense the spring conveys the idea of the revival of nature. This turning point from

winter to early winter-spring, is the focus of Rikyû's sense of beauty. Even though
it may be called a revival of nature, it does not refer to nature in full bloom, such
as the cherry blossoms o¡ the new green on the mountains in May, it is more
ascetic, more minimalist and more suggestive. He wanted the observer to look at
the first, tender green plant, this small and single sprout that has found its way
through tle snow. In a way this could be called a revival of h¡xurious beauty, but
it is stilt not the same kind as Jô-ô's luxury in Tea. Jô-ô's luxury, being like
'flowers and crimson leaves' or'cherry blossoms in full bloom', was rich and
famous, such as the rare Chinese scrolls or the celadon and old bronze utensils.
However, there exists no record that Jô-ô's famed utensils would have been multicoloured, such as the porcelain of the Ming and Southern Song Dynasties in
China which was also admi¡ed in Japan during Jô-ô's times, and therefore, it may
be assumed that Jô-ô had recognised their beauty. Jô-ô's luxury lay in the noble
grace of the utensils and is described using negative expressions. Rikyû's lunry
was more di¡ect, more active and more visible, such as Ming dynasty sometsuke
(blue and white) tea bowls, tenmoht tea bowls and the ca¡ved red lacquer stands
(for tenmoku tea bowls) and üays.8or These items were the opposite of his black

800

Kurasawa 1996, p. 38. For more details, see ibid., pp.36-39. See also Section 1.3 in this
study.
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Ralat tea bowl, which exemplified Rikyir's sense of wabí, as being more modest
and austere than Jô-ô's.

in the notion of naturalnessso2
between Jô-ô and Rikyir. For Jô-ô naturalness consisted both of luxury and
modesty, but it was born through the negation of luxury. The existence of luxury
is not denied, but rather the conventional form of how we conceive it, such as
flowers in full bloom or colourfü autumn leaves. In Jô-ô's sense of naturalness,
both of these existed but the appreciation of dim calmness diminished the sharpThese two poems also show the difference

ness of the luxurious objects as well as the contrast between tuxury and roughness

Riþú's sense of natr¡ralness, according
to Ietaka's poemq suggests more the ft,eedom for natr¡ralness without negation. It
is more like reduced luxury, and therefore, the focus of his preference for the
natural was in the sense of subtle modesty, or minimalism in luxury.
The idea of quietness or tranquillity is present in both of these poems but in
different ways: Jô-ô emphasised the meaning of shadows and darkness combined
with the idea of chill calmness. Rikyû's beauty was subtle in is minimalist and
ascetic nuances, even though it conveyed the idea of light that did not exist in
Jô-ô's beauty. Rikyû's focus was in the spring that suggests the light, energy,
vitality, continuity, revival of natrne and reduced lu:rury in beauty. All of these
convey the strong images of activity and austerity, whereas Jô-ô's sense of beauty
was described through the image of autumn, which is more stable and emphasised
the feeling of an end. Jô-ô's calmness was chill, Rilqû's \À¡as cold and austere.
Moreover, Jô-ô's sense of wabi beauty was tranquil and introspective whereas
Rikyû's sense of waåi was more lively and extroverted. Despite atl the energy and
liveliness that spring represents, Riþrû's spring was tranquil in a different way: it
was ascetic, definitely modest, and as delicate as the fust touch of green beneath
(a humble hut at the seashore) in his Tea.

the snow.

fn chadô, the differences in the idea of calmness and tranquillþ are best
illustrated by the use of tea utensils of these two Tea masters. In Jô-ô's Te4 the
sense of chillness was suggested in his use of the famous Chinese pieces which
are gracefully noble and distant, such as the use of Chinese celadon. The idea of
calmness and the ultimate state of 'not-a-single-thing' (urano tomaya) is empha801 Sullivan 1984, pp. 175-l78,on

the porcelain and lacquer ware ofthe Southem Song dynasSee pictures in Chanoyu no Utsuw4 pp. lE, 38,
47,99,84, as well as pp. 88-89, 109, 128, 120, l4l, and p. 124; in Sen no Rikyfi The
400th Memorial, pp. 39, 69, 71, 138-139; or Tôjki, pp- 162-174,204-272. ló7itr contains
also pictures on Ytlan and Northem Song dynasty porcelain (see Sullivan 1984, pp. 172-175,
r 9s- r 97).

ty; ibid., pp.2l4-222, on the Ming dynasty.

-

802 About

Jô-ô's idea of naturalness, see sections 3.1.3.3 and 3.1.3.5. About Rik)d's idea of
naturalness, see Section 3.2.3. On the general idea of nan¡ralness, see Cambridge Dictionary
of Philosophy, s.v. Neo-Taoism and Juan Chí
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Japanese style ceramics and everyday utensils. More-

over, in the humble surroundings, meaning a small, dim tea-room with dark walls
and paper-covered windows, simple and rough Japanese style ceramics, and even
luxurious utensils will look calm and modest. Jô-ô also brought out the sense of

chill calmness by favouring darkness more than light. For this reason, he set his
tea-room facing to the north (windows facing to the north), whereas Riþrû built
his tea-rooms facing to the south.803 Rikyû's chill calmness w¿rs the opposite; it
refers to ascetic simplicity (first geen beneath the snow) and the ultimate austerity
in surroundings (mountain hut and his one-and-a-half-mat tea-room).
The utensils Rikyu favowed also expressed the feeling of 'early spring': they

were small and delicate. Some famous Chinese utensils he used possessed a modest and calm feeling and did not demand attention. Some of them were even so

ordinary looking that an inexperienced guest who did not know their origins and
history, would not, perhaps, recognise them as being famed utensils. Rikyû
prefened dark colours, so-called earth-colours, in his tea utensils, tea-rooms and
cloths. These utensils possessed the feeling of silence, such as Rikyû's shirifuhra
chaire, a tea-caddy for thick tea.8ß Concerning the utensils, the sense of the 'early
green of the spring' was not in the light, as may be assumed. Instead, it existed in
the idea of minimalism in his Tea, such as the frequent use of small Chinese thicktea containers called Rikyû shiribuhtra or karamono nasu chaire called Mossó805
rather than in any sense of luxury in his Tea Successfi.rlly chosen famed utensils
were modest in appearance and he combined them tastefully with Japanese style
ceramics. According to Rilqú's tea gatherings (4.4-Z), during his sixties Rilq'û
used many famed Chinese utensils, which suggests the revival of the use of luxurious tea utensils, but Rikyû's luxury was a different kind from Jô6's. If Jô-ô's
utensils were delicate and subtle, Rikyû's utensils also had these quatities, but they
conveyed a sense of energy, vitality and power, such as in the black rtaåz style of
tea bowl called kamuro, which was said to be one of his most cherished utensils.806

The idea of learning chadô is also to be read from these two poems. Jô-ô
emphasised learning from the old, great masters ('flowers and crimson leaves'),
and thereafter would emerge an ability to be able to create something new and
interesting in one's Tea ('thatched hut at the seashore'). Jô-ô emphasised leaming
E03

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 100. Notice the similarity with the story that Buddha's head pointed to
the north when he died. Jô-ô who had studied Zen, wæ presumably aware of this connection.
See also Sen 1998, pp. lóE-169. Sen writes that, even though Rikyû's tea-room faced south,
he planted trees and shrubs outside making the tea-room isolat€d from the ¡ight. With this act
Rikyû hoped to intensifr the spirit of waåi.

804 Shirifukura; See picture in

805
806

Sen no Rikyû

See pictures in Sen no Rikyû

-

Kamuro'. See picture in Sen no

- The 400th Memorial,

p. 107.

The 400th Memorial, pp. 10ó-107.

Rþt - The 400th Memorial, p. l5l.
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'the proper style' (shôfufer) which he considered to be the basis for the studies of
chadô and for art in general (see Section 3-1.2). Rikyf¡ tumed around Jô-ô's idea of
learning: He recognised that studying old masters or old masterpieces was
essential for Tea studies, but considered the beauty of famed and luxurious
utensils was difficult to understand for beginners, who easily admire things that
are appreciated by others without contemplating carefully what is truly beautiful
in them. Therefore, Rikyû suggested that one should start rhe studies of Tea from

'the mountain village', referring to the wabi style of Te4 and little by little to
move toward the studies of the formal shoin style of Tea. After mastering these
two styles, it becomes possible to reach the ultimate state of chill, lean and
withered (early green of the spring), and moreover to understand the tnre beauty
of luxurious utensils (flowen). only then would one be able to understand the
beauty of the objects themselves, not because they are luxurious or appreciated by
others, but because they are beautiful in their decoration and rich colours, and

admirable because they are skillfully made. This is like a new revival of the use
luxurious utensils.

of

The concept of a revival in Rikyir's idea of leaming is connected to the idea

of absolute freedom from the old masters and their teachings leading to a tn¡e
understanding of both austere and refined beauty. Being revived means that
something must have come to'an end', must have'died'. In a similar sense, Rikyir
states in his death poems the necessity to kill 'the Buddha and the Patriarchs' (see
Section 3.2.4) in order to attain absolute freedom of mind. Thereafter, the Buddha
nature arises in the essence ofTea, and the true beauty in chadô emerges. It pro-

vides the chance for change - the state where something new will be bom
naturally.8o7 This leads to the Ten Oxherding Pictures (see sections 2.3-6,3.1.3,
and 3.2.4) which teach us that learning is like a circle that needs to be passed
around. The eighth picture of the Ten Oxherding Pictures describes an empty
circle, which is an allegory of the state of no-mindness.8o8 In the leaming process
it describes a big change in the studies: Passing through the circle oflearning one
returns to the starting point and enters once again the circle of training but this
time with an enlightened heart. outwardly, everything looks as it has always been,

sþif

807

Sen 1998, p. 164. According to Sen, these two poems
the difference between the
mood of late autumn to early winter. For J&ö the thatched hut at the seashore referred to
"the realm of emptiness" while Rikyû's mountain village did not; for it had its ,'grass of
spring in the snow".

808

Hirota 1995, pp. 334-338. According to Hirota, an empty circle is used to symbolise the state
of"not-a-single-thing" or "vast emptiness". It is an expression ofZen to point to the Buddha
nan¡re or ùue reality instead of using words. Hirota writes: "The empty circle, in its negation

of all that we cling to, is also the realm of things as they are, where there is nothing lacking,
nothing superfluous. There is not a single thing, and at the same time, heaven and earth, the
whole universe, is boundlessly full. Thus, there is no need for inscription to go along with
the circle, and any inscription is appropriate".
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but deep inside one's hea¡t has changed. Just as in the two poems we have
discussed, the spring comes again; now the focus is not on the cherry blossoms in
full bloom, but on the single delicate green plant beneath the snow. This is, of
course, a matter of appearance but more than that it emphasises the inner spirit
that causes the change in the mind of the obsen¡er and in the feeling of an object.

Through this experience, learning will change from self-benefit into benefiting
others and Rikyu did, indeed, work hard to make the practice of Tea possible for
ordinary people, not only for the upper class.
A simila¡ conclusion on the senses of Tea of the Great Tea Masters can be
reached through the following passage found in Yamanoue SôjiH:

fl

ËlÍ. fi Ë¡. lEE[.s ffi, ) = frt tþ,, $1 = / þ a.zr.
Ëw /trzffi7 i67. E"ei6. ãt / A. ffi*=Uy. ãl#flz.f.Eñtb,¡
*#ÊLtv \ ={Dl,, t+l¡( ft,*, tlrlÊt /\f=7ü * z, É/ ilJr. ..'
ffi É ¡.

E=7

RÐXE++4

$r\zr*ffi$8oe

Jô-ô passed away ^e.
at the age of fifty-four when the proper style (shôfiùteí) was flourishing in his chanoyu. Conøete examples of this lshôfûteil are when the fi¡ll bloom of
the cherry blossoms in Yoshino has passed, and when the summer has passed, too. It
resembles the image of the autumn moon and crimson leaves. Insetsu's chanoyu is li/rre
the falling leaves in the drifting showers. He died at the age ofseventy. Shukô passed
away at the age of eighty and his Tea was, perhaps, like the snowy mor¡ntains... Sôeki's
chanoyu was already like the trees in the winter. Beginners should not practise it.

This passage cited from Yamanoue Sôjikî contains simila¡ information on the
Great Tea Masters as discussed earlier above based on the poems by Teika and
Ietaka. In the passage above, too, Jôó's Tea is described as being luxurious, and
yet containing the sense ofchill da¡kness. Secondly, Insetsu's8|o chanoyu is described as being one step advanced toward the style of chill, lean and withered,
resembling almost bare branches of trees in the eady winter showers, which bear
the poetic name shigure. These drifting showers usually occu¡ in the tenth month
(in the modem calendar, November) which was also described as awabi month in
Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi (Section 2.3.4). This gives a deeper image of chill and withered towa¡d the state of lean, but it should be kept in mind that Insetsu lived
nearly twenty years longer than Jô-ô, and therefore, his style ofTea had enough
time to develop toward the desired state. Shukô, who passed away at the age of
eighty, had already attained the state of chill, lean and withered even though he
lived before Jô-ô and Insetsu, and his Tea was said to be like the mountains
covered with snow. Everything is withered because of the winter, and winter suggests the sense of chill, the ultimate learuress with the image of distant snowy
8oe Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp.99-100.
810 Kadokawa Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Insetsu.

Tea master Tori Insetsu lived during the Higashiyamaperiod, and was, presumably, one of Shukô's contemporaries. According to the classics,
he owned many famed utensils.
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mountains.

In midwinter when the bare and lean

trees sûetch their branches
toward the sky, the image is austere and strong, like the bn¡sh strokes of Sesshû
(1420-1506)8rr in his ink painting called

llinter.

Chakimeibutsushúgt2 differs conceming the cited pÍlssage from Yamanoue
Sôjiki. There, Shukô's Tea is described being as being like 'the winter trees in the

4* / g/ Ëü...).

last month of the year in the distant mountains' (..'ffi,Q
sense of ascetic austerity is even more strongly emphasised than

The
in the previous
description of Insetsu's Tea. Also, Shukô's sense of Tea, being like a snowy mor¡ntain, is not questioned as it was in the citation from Yamanoue Sôjiki- Rikyû's
chanoyu is said to resemble Shukô's Te4 being like the üees in early winter. Since
it is said that it was already like the trees in the winter points to the fact that Rilqrû
was still living when this book was written (Tenshô sixteenth year, 1588) and suggests that we do not know where and with what kind of Tea he wilt conclude his
years. In other words, Rikyû's Tea was the most advanced in the ascetic and
austere wabi style to which the Tea masters aspired.
It is noteworthy in this cited passage that Shukô is claimed to have reached
the ultimate state in Te4 as Rikyû also did later. However, this study emphasises
Shukô's importance as a founder of Tea (chadô) who had a great influence on the
philosophy of Tea. Conceming the aesthetics of Tea, the focus is on Jô-ô who
created many new and interesting utensils to be used in Tea, such as Japanese
ceramics, bamboo lid-rests and a wooden well-bucket to be used as the freshwater container. However, the outer appearance of Shukô's Tea is still quite unknown. Yamanoue,Só1ïh mentions sixteen items that a¡e said to have been owned
by Shukô, among them the large tea jar called Shôlø, a tea-caddy for thick tea
called Akita chaire, and Shukô's ash-green celadon tea bowl, as well ashrs haigarsn,ti (ash-covered) tenmoht tea bowl which exists even today.8l3

In this passage cited from Yamanoue Sôjiki, it is zuggested that Shukô's tea
is like 'the trees on the snowy mountains in the last month of the year', coming
closer to the description of the sense of Rikyû's Tea, which is described as being
like 'trees in the winter'.814 They both create an image of cold and lean branches of
8l

I

Yoshino and Nakashim a 1994, pp. 27-28. See the picture of Sessht's landscape in winær
there.

812

813

Chakimeibuaushû, p. 500. In this tex! the word gokugetsu (&,8), meaning December, is
actually written as golcume (ffi E ), but this is most probably a writing mistake. In Fushinan
Yamanoue Sôjiki (p. 26), Chinese characters E,E are used. Sonkeikaku's version reads this
passage quite similarly to CKZ.
See pictures in Yamanoue Sôjiki exhibition catalogue, pp. 40, 78, and Sen no Rilcyû, The
400th Memorial, p. 39. For more details about the nature of Shukô's Te4 see Horikuchi

1951, pp. 106-136.

814 In previous

studies, such as Mizuo 1971, the Higashiyama style of Tea is considered to be
formal in style, Shukô's Tea "semi-formal'' and Jô-ô's Tea already modest waói style. Or,
like Horikuchi (1951) who already classifies Shukô's Tea as belonging to the wabi style of
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a tree in white snowy mountains. The feeling is austere and plain; however, the
difference lies in the season: Shukô's se¿Ìson is winter, the last month of the year,

which is cold, dark, ascetic and merciless in far away mountains. It is like the two
poles of black and white without shades of grey, such as his saying 'it is appropriate to tie a praised horse to the thatched hutt.sls But Riþû's season is late
winter, a step towa¡d the spring, and even though it conveys similar ideas to
Shukô's Tea, it has an energy and vitality, which Shukô lacks. It touches on the
revival of nature, the delicate and subtle element (new green) which softens the
austere picture of snowy mountains. This is missing in Shukô's sense of Tea.
Shukô's and Rikyir's senses of chadô were also alike in their idea of emphasising
the beauty of one single object. For Shukô this meant the beauty of conüastive
elements, while for Rikyû it was a minimalist beauty or the suggestive beauty of
rare utensils.

Shukô's sense of wabi is based on the realisation of the contrast between
elements, Jô-ô's on negative expressions. and Rikyû's on the idea of absolute freedom from both of these. However, Shukô's and Rikyû's senses of Tea also have
similarities: They both possess the feeling of something special, something vital
being used in a rough and rustic setting, such as a beautiful horse beside a humble
thatched hut, or a first shoot of green in the middle of the snowy mountains.

At first glance, they both look like they do not belong to 'the thatched hut' or to
'the snowy mountains', that they are there by accident. But on the other hand, a
thatched hut does not diminish the beauÇ of a praised horse, nor does austere and

snowy nature detract from the beauty of the frrst flower, because they are beautiful
as they a¡e. The beauty is in the object and sometimes contrasting elements in the
surroundings may strengtlen its beauty, as is found in these examples.
In Tea, the idea of minimalist beauty, emphasising the beauty of one single
object, or the idea of contrastive elements are shown in Riþû's use of famed
Chinese utensils. He seems to prefer only a few famous utensils, using them together with rough and simple Japanese utensils, which strenglhens the delicate
and subtle beauty of a famous object. The famed Chinese utensils were like the
stars of the gatherings. However, Rilqrû also arranged luxurious gatherings using a
Tea. Opposed to these, this study considers that the idea of w¿åi has developed from formal
to informal style, from shoin to waåi style, and this transformation has happened gradually
from Shukô to Jô-ô and frnally to fukyt. However, it is not claimed here that Shukô's Tea
did not have rustic elements in its times, but raises a question: can Shukô be called a founder
of wabi chanoyu, or just a founder of chanoyu? In this study, Shukô is considered to be,
most of all, the founder of Tea as a Way. It seems more like Kaane puts it, that Shukô
opened the Way to the waåi style of Tea (Kaane 1985, p. 94).

815

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. l0l. See also Karaki 1989, p. 25. Karaki claims that'the praised horse'
refers to Shukô himself and'the thatched hut'to the humble dwelling where this person with
the beautiñ¡l appearance lives. For him, living in the humble dwelling seems to be like a play
for the wealthy T€a masters.
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shoin style of tea-room and bronze utensils with a formal feeling (see Section
4.4.2), which according to him, could be done after mastering the rough and
simple wabi style of Tea (see earlier in this section about the studying process).
The diflerence between Shukô and Riþû is that Shukô's 'praised horse' suggests
the contrast of the luxurious and rough utensils used together in the dark-dim
modest tea-room, while Rikyu's 'early green of the spring' points to the use of a
few small and modest famed utensils which Rikyû chose for lns chadô. However,
without Jô-ô, and later on without the influence of Rilqrû, too, so many different
forms of wabi beauty (Chapter 6) would not, perhaps, have been discovered and
the sense of wabi beauty may have remained as an expression of the cold and austere style in Tea.

By comparing these two poems by Teika and letaka, the differences in Jô-ô's
and Rikyû's Tea in its aesthetic values and in its learning process have been
demonstrated. Jô-ô's Tea was more luxurious, more classical Japanese in its
formality and inwardness, whereas Rikyû's Tea was more a¡dent, more vital, and
more austere. He admired subtle and suggestive senses of beauty which were not
apparent to everyone's eye. Even though Jô-ô stressed the importance of learning
the proper style, he admired the state of chill, lean and withered in his Tea which
was finally fulfilled by his disciple Rikyû in his own individual way. It remains a
mystery whether the result would have been different if Jô-ô had reached this
desired state of chill, lean and withered himself.

